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producer also features a host of useful instruments, including a variety of analog synthesizers, a semi-modular effects section, a channel strip and wavetable synths, a drum module, a drum machine and a sampler. the analog instruments include, of course, a sampler with over 100 patterns and three
sampler modules, as well as a step sequencer and sequencer editor. although the drum machine is the star of the show here, the synthesizers are also of interest, especially the awesome soundfont player, which allows you to play and record any soundfont sample. we spent many hours recording
soundfont samples for our review, and cakewalk has not let us down. the quality is excellent and the memory is very large, making this plug-in a real joy to use. for the bass, the instrument library is packed full of bass sounds, including many aimed at both the house and techno markets. you can
record, edit and playback up to four copies of each bass sample. all the synth types have a variety of presets, including arpeggiator, effects, envelope, modulation and other fx options. there are also a number of preset patches. the channel strip includes the usual mixers, compressors and gates,
along with a useful high-pass filter and a full-on algorithmic eq, which offers about 15 presets. the arpeggiator also includes all the usual options, including arpeggiator patterns and key ranges. when you import sonar (presumably from the live cd) into the computer, it will prompt you to take a tour of
the new features. i chose to look at the effects, and from there tried to find a plugin that i wanted to try out. i played around with the compressor, the eq and the reverb. i liked them all, so i downloaded them to see if they would work in cbb. they did, and i liked them. at the same time, i thought it
would be fun to try some of the new features, such as the prochannel, so i loaded up sonar 8.5 producer.
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